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The following table lists conservative estimates of the shifts in the vote margins between Bush and Kerry due to error, neglect, or fraud. These
estimates are based upon precinct by precinct analysis of unofficial and/or official election results in fifteen Ohio counties accounting for 62% of
the registered voters in the state. These studies were conducted under time constraints and with such evidence as Ohio officials were willing to
provide. Even in the counties that I have analyzed, I have examined only certain aspects of a well-orchestrated and multi-faceted plan to
undermine democracy in Ohio. I reserve the right to modify my conclusions through further analysis and as more evidence becomes available.
Number

What or Where

References

Reasons

16,650

Uncounted Ballots

Uncounted Votes in Cuyahoga,
Hamilton, Montgomery, Summit,
Stark, Lorain, and Trumbull Counties

There are still 92,672 uncounted regular ballots, mostly punch
cards. I have examined 7 of 8 counties with the highest number
of them. In every case I have found them to be highly
concentrated in precincts that voted overwhelmingly for Kerry.

5,370 Provisional Ballots

John Kerry Conceded Too Soon,
Provisional Ballots in Cuyahoga County,
Certifiable Election Results

It is estimated that 77% of 155,428 provisional ballots have been
counted, leaving 35,750 uncounted, including 7,450 in Cuyahoga
County. Of those counted, Kerry reportedly received 56.38%
statewide, and 71.62% in Cuyahoga County.

17,500

Cleveland

Stealing Votes in Cleveland
Affidavit to Ohio Supreme Court

Vote migration from Kerry to other candidates and inexplicably
low turnout in many wards and precincts cost Kerry 22,000 votes
in unofficial results (based on 60% turnout), minus a net gain of
4,500 in provisional ballots counted.

17,000

Columbus

Stealing Votes in Columbus,
Favoritism in the Suburbs

Discriminatory allocation of voting machines led directly to
higher voter turnout in Bush precincts (60%) than in Kerry
precincts (50%), costing Kerry 17,000 votes.

Toledo

Rigging the Vote in Lucas County,
Another Third Rate Burglary

Systematic voter suppression activities, perhaps facilitated by the
burglary at Lucas County Democratic Party headquarters, led
directly to lower vote counts in Democratic precincts in Toledo.

7,000
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27,154

Butler, Clermont,
Warren counties

One More Look at Southwestern Ohio,
Election Results in Southwestern Ohio

In three counties that provided Bush his entire statewide margin
of victory, Kerry received fewer votes than Ellen Connally, an
underfunded African-American municipal judge from Cleveland.
An absolute minimum of 13,577 voters must have voted for both
Bush and Connally if the official results are true and correct.

6,000

Miami County

Hacking the Vote in Miami County

Vote totals in Miami County are incorrect. Reported turnout of
98.55% in one precinct has been disproven. Turnout increases of
194.58% and 152.78% in two precincts are doubtful. Votes
counted after 100% of precincts had reported increased Bush
margin over Kerry by 6,000 votes.

1,547

Trumbull County

Stuffing the Ballot Box, Uncounted
Votes in Trumbull County

Dr. Werner Lange found 580 more absentee ballots cast than the
number of absentee voters identified in precinct poll books in
five communities in Trumbull County. Ballots cast in these five
communities amounted to 37.5% of the county wide total.

600

Delaware County

Anomalous Precincts in Delaware City

Five of 24 precincts in Delaware City, where Kerry reportedly
ran far behind Al Gore, are clearly anomalous. All 12 of Kerry’s
strongest precincts in the county were in Delaware City.

2,200

Mahoning County

Default Settings in Mahoning County

The Mahoning County Board of Elections reported that 20-30
touch screen machines, mostly in Youngstown, defaulted from
Kerry to Bush. In one precinct where the default setting was for
neither candidate, there were 44 undervotes. If 25 machines
defaulted to Bush 44 times each, the net shift was 2,200 votes.

101,020

Total

My most conservative estimate is that the reported margin of victory for George W. Bush in the State of Ohio is inflated by 101,020 votes. More
realistic estimates indicate that John F. Kerry actually won Ohio’s 20 electoral votes. For example, the highly improbable voting pattern in Butler
County requires that 7,440 voters, at an absolute minimum, voted for both Bush and Connally. We believe this represents the minimum number of
votes that migrated from Kerry to Bush on Election Night. Certified election results from Butler County show Kerry running 0.22% behind Al
Gore, countywide. Trustworthy election results from Oxford City in Butler County show Kerry running 14.38% ahead of Al Gore. At that rate,
Kerry would have lost Butler County by only 5,655 votes rather than the certified margin of 53,632 votes, indicating a migration of 23,988 votes
from Kerry to Bush. The truth may lie somewhere in between. AND THERE ARE 73 COUNTIES I HAVE NOT YET EXAMINED.
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